ABSTRACT. This paper presents new characterizations of inductiveness of posets in terms of fixed apexes and fixed points.
Introduction
and main results. Let P be a partially ordered set. A selfmapping / of P into itself is called an isotone mapping if x < y implies f(x) < f(y). An isotone (order-preserving or increasing) map / of a partially ordered set (:= poset) P to itself has a fixed point if there exists an element f in P such that /(£) -f. P is said to have the fixed point property if every isotone map / of P into itself has a fixed point. The first of the fixed point theorems for partially ordered sets goes back to Tarski and Knaster (cf. [TA] ), who proved that the lattice of all subsets of a set has the fixed point property. In the mid-1950's Tarski [TA] published a generalization: Every complete lattice has the fixed point property. Tarski [TA] raised the question whether the converse of this result also holds. Davis [DA] proved the converse: Every lattice with the fixed point property is complete.
In [RI] , Rival published a far-reaching extension: Every isotone map of a finite, connected poset P into itself has a fixpoint.
Call a poset P inductive (chain-complete) when every nonempty chain in P has an upper bound (supremum) in P. Many authors have investigated properties of posets satisfying some sort of chain-completeness condition and use them in a variety of applications.
Tarski's fixpoint theorem generalizes to chain-complete posets, i.e., if /: P -* P is an isotone map and P is a chain-complete poset, then the set of fixpoints is a chain-complete poset under the induced order. This sharpens the results of Abian and Brown [AB] , that every isotone, selfmap of a chain-complete poset has a fixpoint. Conversely, Markowski [MG] showed that if every isotone map /: P -> P has a least fixpoint, P is chain-complete. Also, Klimeë [KJ] characterized chain-complete posets in terms of the least fixed points of relatively isotone selfmappings.
In this paper we consider a concept of fixed apexes for the mapping / of a poset into itself. A map / of a poset P to itself has a fixed apex u G P if there is v G P such that f(u) -v and f(v) = u. The points u,v G P are called fixed apexes of / if f(u) = v and f(v) = u.
In this paper we present a new characterization of inductiveness (chain-completeness) of posets in terms of fixed apexes.
We begin with the following essential lemmas.
LEMMA l. Let P be a partially ordered set with order relation <, and f a mapping from P into P. Then the map f has a fixed apex if and only if f2 := /(/) has a fixed point.
PROOF. If / has a fixed apex u G P, then u = f(v) and v = f(u), so f2 has a fixed point. On the other hand, if the equation x = f2(x) has a solution f = /2(cJ), for some £ G P, then / has fixed apexes £,/(£) G P, because £ = /2(£) and /(0 = /(0-Let P be a partially ordered set and / a mapping from P into P. For any / : P -► P it is natural to consider the following set Sub/(P) := f(P) U {a G P\a = ubC for some chain C in f(P)}, where ubC is an upper bound of C.
LEMMA 2 (FIXED APEXES LEMMA). Let P be an inductive (chain-complete) poset, and f a mapping from P into P such that (M) x<f2(x) for all xG Sub f(P).
Then f has a fixed apex.
PROOF. By Zorn's lemma (or Bourbaki's lemma) there exists a maximal element z G P, i.e., Sub/(P) has a maximal element z G Sub/(P). From condition (M) we have z < f2(z) and, because z is a maximal element of set Sub/(P), f2(z) < z. Hence, f2(z) = z, so, from Lemma 1, / has a fixed apex.
With the help of lemmas we now obtain the main result of this paper. At the end of this section we show that the existence of a fixed apex for each mapping from a poset into itself that satisfies (M) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the poset to be inductive. THEOREM l. A poset P is inductive if and only if every mapping f on P to P that satisfies (M) has a fixed apex.
PROOF. Since the condition of this statement is known to be necessary for inductiveness from Lemma 2, we have only to show that it is sufficient.
Suppose that the poset P is not inductive. Then there exists a chain C in P that does not have an upper bound. Let U be a chain cofinal with C such that U := {x G C\xo < x}, xq -a fixed element of C = min U.
Thus all the elements of U can be arranged in a sequence, i.e., one can show that there exists increasing {xa} in U such that its upper bound does not exist, and {xa} is strictly increasing, and for each t G U, there exists a(t) such that a(t) < a implies t < xa. We define a mapping / from P into itself by
where xa < Xß (xa ^ Xß) for any a < ß < w, and where w is any (finite or transfinite) ordinal. Thus we have defined a function / on P to P. Now, for any x G U (d Sub/(P)) we have x < f2(x), i.e., x = xa < xn -f(xp) = f(f(xa)) = f2(xa) -f2(x) for a < ß < 7 < w, so / satisfies (M) and does not have a fixed apex. This completes the proof.
The following result of Bourbaki [BO] allows us to prove the basic fixpoint theorem for complete posets.
LEMMA 3. Let P be a chain complete poset and f: P -► P a map such that x < f(x) for all x G P. Then f has a fixpoint.
Our next statement extends Lemma 3 of Bourbaki [BO] to inductive posets.
LEMMA 4 (FIXED POINT LEMMA). Let P be an inductive poset and f: P -► P a map such that (T) x<f (x) for all x G Sub f(P).
Then f has a fixed point.
A brief proof of this statement based on Zorn's lemma may be found in Taskovic [TAS] . The preceding statement, however, may be proved independently and without using the Axiom of Choice.
In connection with the preceding, P is said to have the general fixed point property if every map / of P into itself with condition (T) has a fixed point. Analogously, P is said to have the fixed apex property if every map f oí P into itself with condition (M) has a fixed apex.
We are now in a position to formulate our main general statement. THEOREM 2. Let P be a partially ordered set. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) P is inductive, (b) P has the fixed apex property, (c) P has the general fixed point property.
PROOF. From Theorem 1, (a) is equivalent to the (b). Lemma 4 implies that (c) is a consequence of (a). Thus, we need only show that (c) implies (a).
Suppose that the poset P is not inductive (chain without majorant). Then there exists a chain C in P that does not have an upper bound (without majorant). Let U be an ordered chain cofinal with C. Define a mapping / from P into itself by (1). Then / is well defined and for any x G Sub/(P) we have x < f(x), i.e., x = xa < Xß -f(xa) = f(x). Thus, / satisfies (T) and does not have a fixed point.
Some applications.
This section gives applications of the preceding statements. Let P be a partially ordered set. A self-mapping f of P into itself is called an antitone mapping if x < y implies f(y) < f(x).
COROLLARY 1 (THE EQUATION f2(x) = x). Let P be a poset and f an antitone mapping of P into itself such that (N) x<f2 (x) for all x G P.
Then f has fixed apexes, i.e., the equation x = f2(x) has a solution and I(f2,P) := {x G P\x = f2(x)} = {f(t~),f2(t:),f3(t:),...}, fGP, is the set of all fixpoints of f2-
Since / is an antitone map, from (N), we have the following inequality f2(f(t;)) < /(C), i.e., /(£) = f2(f (0) and hence /(£) is a solution of the equation x = f2(x). Analogously, /2(£) is a solution of the preceding equation, and so on. From Lemma 1, {/(£), /2(£)i • ■ • } = I(f2,P), and this completes the proof.
In [KJ] Klimeâ, [KD] Kurepa and [BB] Baclawski-Björner considered the concept of a fixed edge for the order-reversing (antitone or decreasing) mapping of a poset into itself. Let / be an antitone mapping of a poset P into itself and let u < v be elements of P. An ordered pair (u, v) is called a fixed edge of / if f(u) -v and f(v) = u. We notice that fixed edges are evidently fixed apexes, and the set of all fixed edges can be a proper subset of the set of fixed apexes. Also, a fixed point is evidently a fixed apex.
We are now in a position to formulate the following statement.
COROLLARY 2 (KLIMES [KJ] ). Let L be a complete lattice and f an antitone mapping of L into itself. Then f has a fixed edge.
PROOF. L is an inductive set, and applying Lemma 2 to the set A := {x G P\x < f2(x)} we see that / has fixed apexes u, v G A, where v = sup I(f2,L) and u < v, i.e., / has a fixed edge.
This part applies Lemmas 3 and 4 to extend our Localization Monotone Principle of [MT] , Let A be a topological space and let T : X -> A be a mapping of A into itself. For x G X, cr(x, co) = {x, Tx, T2x,...} is called the orbit of x. A function g mapping X into the reals is T-orbitally lower semicontinuous at p if {xn} is a sequence in cr(x, co) and i"-»p implies that g(p) < liminf g(xn). Also, let B: X -» Tc\°+ := [0, +oo) be a T-orbitally lower semicontinuous function on A. In connection with this, [MT] introduced the concept of TC S-convergence in a space A; i.e., a topological space A satisfies the condition olTCS-convergence if there exists a point x G X such that B(Tnx) -» 0 (n -► oo) implies that {Tnx} has a convergent subsequence. where the mapping 7: R° -► R° satisfies (7) (Vi > 0)(7(i) < t and limsup7(¿) < t), 2 -t + o and B : X -* R*|_ is a T-orbitally lower semicontinuous function on A. It is easily verified that <s,7 is a partial ordering (asymmetric and transitive relation) in A. The space A, together with this partial ordering, is denoted by Xb,t Theorem 3 (Ordering Principle).
LetT be a mapping of a topological space X into itself, where X satisfies the condition of TC S-convergence. Then, given x G Xgn, there is at least one minimal element z G Xb,-,, with z <b,7 x.
As an immediate application of the preceding statement (Ordering Principle) we have Localization Monotone Principle (Taskovic [MT] ). LetT be a mapping of a topological space X into itself, where X satisfies the condition ofTCSconvergence. Suppose that there exists a mapping 7: R° -► R+ that satisfies (7) and (L) B(Tx) < i(B(x)) for all x G X, where B: X -* R+ is T-orbitally lower semicontinuous and B(x) = 0 implies T(x) = x. Then T has a fixed point £ G X.
PROOF. Consider the partially ordered set Xßn and let £ be a minimal element.
Using (L), it also follows from (ORD) that the Tx <s,-y x for all a; € A and T£ <b,t f in Xßn and, because £ is minimal, it follows that £ = T£. This completes the proof.
On the other hand, the next results follow from the above statement.
THEOREM 4. Let T be a mapping of a topological space X into itself, where X satisfies the condition of TC S-convergence.
Suppose that there exists a mapping 7: R+ -> R+ that satisfies (7) and for any x in X with x ^ Tx, there exists y in X\{x} such that B(y) < r)(B(x)), where B: X -* R+ is T-orbitally lower semicontinuous and B(x) -0 implies Tx = x. Then T has a fixed point £ 6 A.
THEOREM 5. Let F be a family of mappings of a topological space X into itself, where X satisfies the condition of TC S -convergence. Suppose that there exists a mapping 7 : R° -► R+ that satisfies (7) and (FLT) B(fx) < i(B(x)) for all x G X and f G F, where B: X -► R^ is lower semicontinuous and B(x) = 0 implies f(x) -x. Then F has a common fixed point for each f G F.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Let C be a chain in Aß,-, and let t G C be given. Denote by a the greatest lower bound of the set {B(x): x G C}, i.e., a:= inf{B(x): x G C}. If B(m) = a for some m G C, then m is a lower bound of C. For, if x <B,~t m for some x in C\{m}, then B(x) < q(B(m)) < B(m), which yields B(x) < a, a contradiction. Therefore, one can assume B(x) ^ a for all x G G. Then the set M(x,n) of all y G C with y <B,-y x and a < B(y) < a + 1/n is nonempty for each n G {1,2,...} := N and x G C. In fact, there is a y G C satisfying a < B(y) < a + 1/n, and so y belongs to M(x,n) if y <b,i x; if x <b,~i y, then since B(x) < ~f(B(y)) < B(y), we have a < B(x) < B(y) < a + 1/n, which shows that x belongs to M(x, n). Let / be a choice function for the family of all nonempty subsets of C. Then, by the recursion theorem, there is a sequence {xn} in C such that xq = t and xn+i = I(M(xn, n)) for n G N. Since x"+i <b,i xn for all n G N, we have, from (7) and (L), B(xn+i) < ^(B(xn)) for all n G N, and so applying Lemma 2 of [MT] to the sequence {B(xn)} we obtain B(xn) -► 0 (n -► 00). This implies (from TCS-convergence) that its sequence of iterates {xn} contains a convergent subsequence {xnk} with limit £ S A. Now let x be in C. Then we can find anigN such that B(xt) < a + 1/i < B(x). Since x and Xi are in the chain C, this implies x, <b,i x. Therefore, 5(x¿) < ~¡(B(x)) for every n > i.
Since {B(xi)} is lower semicontinuous, it follows that B(£) < i(B(x)), i.e., £ <b,t x* This shows that £ is a lower bound of C. By the nature of C (by Zorn's Lemma) it follows that z = £ G Xß,-, is minimal in Xßn-Special cases of Lemmas 3 and 4 have been discussed by Smithson [SR] , and H.
Höft and M. Höft [HH] .
COROLLARY 3 (SMITHSON [SR] ). Let F be a family of increasing mappings of an ordered set (A, <) into itself such that t < f(t) for all f G F, where t is a fixed element of X. If each chain in X which contains t has a least upper bound in X, then F has a common fixed point.
PROOF. The set A of all x € A with f(x) < x for all / G F becomes an ordered set under the induced ordering < into A. It suffices only to prove that each chain C in A which contains t has a lower bound. Since C is a chain in A, it has a greatest lower bound £ G A. Let f G F. Then for each x G C vie have /(£) < /(x) < x, since £ < x. So /(£) is a lower bound of C, and consequently /(£) < £. This shows that £ is in A.
COROLLARY 4 (HÖFT, [HH] ). Let nonempty set X be partially ordered by <, and assume that f: X -> X satisfies (a) and (b): (a) For every increasing map f : X -► A there exists t G X such that t and f(t) are comparable, i.e., t < f(t) or f(t) < t.
(b) Every nonempty chain of X has a supremum and an infimum. Then every increasing / : A -* A has a fixed point.
The proof is analogous to the proof of Corollary 3. Based on the above Lemma 3, we are now in a position to formulate the following statement.
COROLLARY 5. Let X be a nonempty partially ordered set with the property that each nonempty well-ordered chain of X has a least upper bound. Let f be an increasing mapping from X into X and suppose a < f(a) for some a G X. Then f has a fixed point. PROOF. Consider the subset A of A given by A := {x G X: x < f(x)}. From the hypotheses we see that A is a nonempty poset. Since x < f(x) implies f(x) < f(f(x))i f maps A into A. Next, let C be a nonempty well-ordered chain of A, and £ a least upper bound of C. Also, since x < £ for every x G C, it follows that /(x) < /(£) for every x G C. However, since C is a subset of A, it follows that x < f(x) < /(£) for every x G C. So /(£) is an upper bound of C, and consequently £ < /(£). It follows that A is a nonempty poset with the property that each nonempty well-ordered chain of A has an upper bound and / maps A into A and thus, by Lemma 3 we see that / has a fixed point, as desired.
The following well-known fixed point theorem of Tarski [TA] is readily derived from Corollary 5.
COROLLARY 6 (TARSKI [TA] ). An increasing mapping from a nonempty complete lattice into itself has a fixed point.
PROOF. Let £ be the minimum of complete lattice L. Obviously, £ < /(£) for every increasing mapping / from L into L. But then the conclusion of the statement follows from Corollary 5.
On the other hand, an immediate corollary of the well-known statement of Bourbaki [BO] and of the proof for Lemma 3 is COROLLARY 7. Let F be a family of mappings of a partially ordered set X into itself such that x < f(x) for all f G F and x G X.
If each well-ordered set in X has an upper bound, then the family F has a common fixed point for all f G F.
In this section, we present a new characterization of chain-completeness and completeness of posets, i.e., lattices.
Let P be a partially ordered set and / a mapping from P into P. For any /: P -> P it is natural to consider the following set: f(P) ■-f(p) u{aG P\a = supC for some chain C in f(P)}.
In connection with the preceding, analogous to the Lemmas 2 and 4 we have immediate consequences:
LEMMA 5. Let P be chain complete and f a mapping from P into itself such that (LM) x</2(x) for allxGf(P).
LEMMA 6. Let P be chain complete and f a mapping from P into itself such that (LT) x<f(x) for all x G f(P).
PROOF. P is chain complete, and hence f(P) is an inductive poset. Applying Lemmas 2 and 4 to the set f(P), we see that / has a fixed apex or a fixed point.
LEMMA 7. Let P be a set totally ordered by the order relation <. If the nonempty part A of P does not have a supremum, then there is, by relation <, a well-ordered subset Aç, of the set A which does not have an upper bound in A.
PROOF. According to Zermelo's theorem, there is a well-order < of set A. Based on the theorem of transfinite definition, there is the function /: A -> {0,1} with the characteristics:
Io. f(a) = 1, where a = min A in the system (A,| < |),
2°. f(x) = 1 or f(x) = 0 for every x| > |a, x G A, according to whether it is or whether it is not true that t < x, for every t\ < |x for which f(t) = 1.
Due to f(a) = 1 the set An = /_1({1}) C A is nonempty. On the other hand, (£?) x\<\y =>-x < y for all x, y G An.
Indeed, let Ai be the set of all elements t G A0 with the characteristic that is valid for all x, y G {u G A0: u\ < |¿}. It is evident that a G Ai. If v G Ai for every v G {u G Ac,: v\ < |¿}, where t G Ac,, then the condition (%?) is valid and y\<\ (because this condition and hypothesis x| < \) lead to y G Ai and x, y G {u G Aq: u < y}); in the case when y = t and x G An, relation x| < \y, i.e., x| < |¿ leads to x < t -y, having in view the way in which the set An is defined and the characteristic 2° of the function /. Hence, according to the theorem of transfinite induction, the equality Ai -An is proved; that is, the condition (%?) is valid for every x,y G Aç,. The well-order, by the relation < of the set An, implies that x| < \y o x < y for all x, y G An.
Hence An is well ordered by the relation <. Finally, let x G A. This element cannot be the upper bound of the set A, because we would have x = max A = sup A. Because of that the set X :-{t G A\x < t} is nonempty; there is y = min A in the system (A, < ). Then x < y and t\ < \y imply t < x < y, for every t G An, and this latter, considering the way in which the set An is defined, gives y G Aç,. Hence the set An has also the upper bound in A.
In connection with the preceding, P is said to have the locally general fixed point property if every map f oî P into itself with condition (LT) has a fixed point. Analogously, P is said to have the locally fixed apex property if every map f oí P into itself with condition (LM) has a fixed apex.
From the preceding statements and Lemma 7, we are now in a position to formulate our general main statement: THEOREM 6. Let P be a partially ordered set. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) P is a chain complete poset, (b) P has the locally fixed apex property, (c) P has the locally general fixed point property.
PROOF. From Theorem 2 and Lemma 6, (b) is a consequence of (a). Lemma 5 implies that (c) is a consequence of (a), i.e., (b). Thus, we need only show that (b) implies (a).
Suppose that the poset P is not complete (chain-incomplete). Then there exists a sequence (chain) A in P that does not have a least upper bound. We define a mapping / from P into itself by (1). Then / is well defined and, for any x G U (D f(P)), we have x < f2(x), i.e., x = xa < xn = f(xß) = f(f(xa)) = f2(x) for a < ß < 7 < w. Thus, condition (LM) holds for x G f(P)-Thus, / satisfies the condition (LM) and does not have a fixed apex, and the proof is complete. Let P and Q be posets and / : P-»Qa map (posets are nonempty by definition). Map / is inf-preserving if, for all A C P such that inf A exists in P, /(infp A) = infQ/(A).
A mapping / of a poset P into itself is called comparable if, for each x in P, x is comparable with f(x). A mapping / of a poset P into itself is called relatively isotone if, for x < y, x < f(y), f(x) < y implies f(x) < f(y) for every x,y G P.
We are now in a position to formulate the following statement from the preceding statements. THEOREM 7. Let L be a lattice. If L has minimum, then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) L is a complete lattice, (b) L has the locally fixed apex property, (c) L has the locally general fixed point property,
(d) (TARSKI [TA] , DAVIS [DA] ) L has the fixed point property,
(e) (MARKOWSKI [MG] ) Every inf-preserving map f:L->L has a least fixpoint.
(i) (KlimeS [KJ] ) Every relatively isotone mapping of L into itself which is comparable has a fixed point.
Since every chain C in a poset P is contained in a maximal chain M in P (Axiom of Choice), we have an immediate corollary of the preceding statements.
COROLLARY 8 (KOGALOVSKU [KO] , TASKOVIC [TM] ). If a poset P has the fixed point property, then every maximal chain in P is a complete lattice.
PROOF. The sufficiency follows from Lemma 4, because any maximal chain is a complete lattice and has minimum £, for every increasing mapping / from P into P. Hence, the conclusion of the statement follows from Lemma 4 and Corollary 5. Necessity follows from the Theorem 1 and the preceding remark.
COROLLARY 9 (MARKOWSKI [MG] , ASIAN-BROWN [AB] ). Let P be a poset. P has the least fixed point property if and only if P is chain complete. This is analogous to the proof of the preceding statements.
Also, immediate corollaries of Theorem 2 are: COROLLARY 10. Let P be a partially ordered set. For any maximal chain of P to be an inductive lattice, it is necessary and sufficient that every mapping f on P to P that satisfies condition (M) has fixed apexes.
COROLLARY 11. Let P be a poset. P has the general fixed point property if and only if every maximal chain of P is an inductive lattice.
